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The Surprising Connections
Between Your Finances and
Weather

Checking the weather before heading

out the door is a habit many Canadians

share - from blustery coastal winds to

blowing snow, staying on top of our

forecasts helps us stay prepared for

New Feature

Milborn Pet of the Month!

We're adding a new feature to our newsletters - we want to showcase your furry

friends! Every month, we will feature a different client and their pet and share what

makes them so special. 

Want to showcase your pet? Send a photo with a small blurb about why you love

them so much via our contact form with the subject "Milborn Pet of the Month"! 

Submit Your Pet!
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whatever could come our way.

Over the years the way we check our

weather and finances have changed, and

mobile apps are now the most efficient

way to access millions of different

resources online. Read below for the

interesting connections that banking and

weather apps share, and learn how you

can better prepare to weather any kind

of storm. 

Originally posted by The Weather

Network. To read the full article, click

here. 

February 28

No Spend March

As someone who is newer to the

personal finance world, and – as

someone who likes a challenge –

I’ve decided to embark on

different monthly challenges to

help me improve my finances.

March 14

No Spend March: Week
Two

Comparing to last week, I did

much worse in terms of spending.

The only one I truly feel guilty

about, however, is the fast food

purchase - it was the only thing I

didn’t need and didn’t plan out

ahead of time, so now I know that

In Case You Missed It
Check out the latest from our blog! 
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if I’m going to be in situations like

Sunday, I need to make sure to

prepare myself ahead of time.

View more

By Amy Lancaster

Why Eating Out Hurts More Than Just
Your Health

We've heard it all before, and we all know it innately; eating out - particularly fast food

- is not the ideal diet. From documentaries on Netflix and the Internet telling us the

damaging effects this food has on our bodies, to new-age online influencers posting

images of their smoothie bowl and videos of their daily workouts - we know what is

good for us, what is bad for us, and generally what we can do if we wish to change our

unhealthy habits.

If you find it harder than others to get motivated about eating better or eating out less,
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have you considered how this food might be hurting you in other ways?

"Where?" You might ask. Well, look no further than that hole in your pocket.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2015, higher-income homes spent half

of their food budget on eating out. Yes. 50%. I'm guessing that today, that percentage

may be even higher.

"For the average household, spending on food at home accounted for about 57

percent ($4,015) of all food spending, while food away from home accounted for the

other 43 percent ($3,008). Compared to lower income households, higher income

households spent more money on food; higher income households also spent a

greater share of their food budget on food away from home," says the study.

What could that money be spent on instead? That's $3,000 towards that dream

vacation you always wanted to go on. That's $3,000 towards your child's college

education. That's $3,000 off your student loans, your credit card debt, or your medical

bills.

Imagine being $3,000 closer to retiring. If you're trying to retire early especially, this is

a big deal. 

Obviously, there will be circumstances where you have to spend money on eating out

- also, you shouldn't deprive yourself of social interaction or creating fun memories for

fear of guilt. Instead, here are some ways to be smarter about spending food money.

1. Set a budget for yourself. If you don't have a budget already, this is a great way

to start. Allot yourself a certain amount of money for eating out every week, and

take note of if and when you go over. This is a great way to track habits and

situations where you're more likely to eat out, so you can be aware of how to

kick those habits or remove yourself from those situations.

2. Keep your house stocked with food. This is for those days where you'll open

your pantry and cry that there's no food in the house - you know, like you did

when you were 8. My dad swears that you could live your life on just beans and

rice alone; so, when there was nothing else, there were beans and rice. No, it's

not the gourmet dishes you may get at that hot new restaurant downtown, but

did you know that you can...

3. Teach yourself how to cook. The reason why I've got a bit of a harping tone is

because I'm writing this for myself as much as I am for you. If you can read, you

can cook, and with copious amounts of recipe resources at your fingertips, you

don't have an excuse! See if you can recreate your favorite restaurant's specialty

- but better.
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(Also, don't cook when you're hungry - it's a lot less enjoyable that way, because

you'll just be counting the minutes that could have been spent driving to

Topper's to get a mac and cheese pizza with no effort required).

4. Create a meal plan. Take an hour on Sunday evening - just one hour - and plan

out your meals for the week. Not only will this set you up for success whenever

cravings may hit during the work week when you aren't at home, but it makes

grocery shopping so much easier when you go with a list prepared.

Have you tried creating a budget or just putting a spending freeze on eating out?

Comment on our social media with #milborntosave with your experiences!
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